Technology Agreement

Name:

I will at all times:

Remember our school values: Be Safe, Be Respectful, Be a Learner

Respect technology both physically and digitally.
- This means being gentle at all times, taking care when removing or placing in locker or bag, charging each night, cleaning the screen when needed, not eating or drinking around the devices.

Only interact with my device (unless otherwise informed.)
- This means never touching anyone else’s netbook or iPad unless asked to by the teacher.

Stay on task when using my device.
- This means using the device appropriately. When asked to do work on the device that is all that I should be using it for. No searching or browsing the internet in the background for things not related to the classroom lesson, not playing games and or listening to music.

Check all downloads with my teacher or parent/guardian/carer.
- Remember that some teacher and applications cost money so even though you are at school you need to make sure that mum or dad would allow you to download it at home. If you don’t know, it’s best to wait and check with them when you get home before making a decision.

Report suspected inappropriate content straight away, quietly and without fuss.
- Some content is not appropriate for school, if you suspect or know of any inappropriate content you have no choice but to report it to a teacher as soon as possible. If you are not sure, still get your teacher to check just to be safe.
- Show an adult if someone writes or sends something inappropriate. Ask the adult to help you keep a record and tell someone at school.

Always be safe and responsible when using technology.
- Keep your password private. If you change your access password, make sure you tell your teacher so they can update school records.
- Technology allows us to do all sorts of amazing things but some people use technology for the wrong reasons. Always be careful with your passwords and digital profile. It is important to remember that information uploaded through the internet is on there forever.

Any form of Cyber Bullying by Hamlyn Banks students will not be tolerated.

Student Signature: ____________________________ Parent/Carer Signature: ____________________________